If you want to GROW REVENUE…
If you struggle with BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT…
If you need more SALES PRODUCTIVITY…
Consider JOINING OUR TEAM…

We INSPIRE Health Care Performance…
SIMPLI.

We Ignite Healthcare Performance

www.simpli hca.com

You
Tube

THE SOLUTION:

THE PROBLEM:
According to HubSpot the number one challenge
for small to mid-size businesses is the
acquisition of new clients.
The attendant problem for small to mid-sized
healthcare focused companies, lies in hiring of
competent salespeople to grow revenue.
businesses This costs companies hundreds of
millions of dollars year in increased expenses
and lost opportunity. *

This problem is articulated below:
• Better than 50% of all salespeople do not meet
quota.
• 40% of all salespeople are not covering their
draw or their salary.
• Turnover in sales teams are at an all-time high.
*Source 9Lenses May 2014 edition and updated in 2020

It was by observing this very set of challenges
that spurred Ken Di Bella, a life-long health care
executive and retired CEO of several health
organizations (and Chairman of Simpli HCA) to
develop a marketing and business development
approach ("Product Representation Partnership
Program") to mitigate many of the challenges
faced by small-to-medium sized business.

A powerful business model…
The nal step of our business model involves:

If this is not a problem for your organization, read no further…

This approach provides nationwide exposure to
desired markets. The result is that our clients
(Product Representation Partners) are part of a
portfolio of products and a proprietary approach to
delivering these products to assist companies in
their quest to mitigate historically poor sales team
performance and unsuccessful marketing practices.

• Locating and retaining senior healthcare
and business executives possessing:

With eight successful Executive Consultants
currently on board and in the marketplace. We are
focusing on three initiatives on behalf of our clients:
• Bringing 10 additional quali ed consultants on
board;

- A signi cant number of C-Suite
contacts.

THE RESULT OF THESE CHALLENGES
While there are a number of small businesses in a
broad range of industries that perform reasonably
well and can be pro table however:

1yr

• 20% of small businesses fail within the rst
year.

5yrs

• Incenting our team members with a
handsome commission program and support
them with a dynamic marketing program.

• 50% go belly-up after 5 years, and
• Only 33% make it 10 years or longer,
according to the Small Business
Administration (SBA)

• Setting a schedule to attend several
conferences, trades shows and conventions
annually; and

- A proven ability to nd and close payer
and provider deals.

10yrs

The success of these eﬀorts plus the positive
reception of our business model and team in the
marketplace provides results (seen below).

THE RESULTS OF THE SIMPLIFIHCA SOLUTION:
Simpli HCA oﬀers our prospective clients a solution to above challenges by:

KEY TAKE-AWAYS:
Running out of money is a small business’s
biggest risk. Owners often know what funds are
needed day-to-day, but are unclear as to how
much revenue is actually being generated.
Poorly planned or executed marketing and
sales strategies and publicity is a primary issue
that drags down small businesses.
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29% Run Out
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23% Don’t Have
The Right Team

• Providing our clients a highly skilled team of business development executives that can be
quickly trained to present your products or services to the sphere of business relationships
that they have developed throughout their career.
• To provide our entire team and marketing expertise to promote your business for a modest
monthly marketing fee for an investment of one very pro cient salesperson.

There are three distinctive bene ts to our clients:
• They gain near-immediate exposure to prospective customers to whom they might never
have access.
• Their investment is dominantly success-focused.

So, the question is, what can you do (that you can afford) to ensure that
your company succeeds when your funds cannot sustain a full blown salesforce?

• Their marketing fee will provide representation at conferences, lead generating services and
digital marketing services.

We Ignite Healthcare Performance

A salient rst question from a prospective
client will be, what attribute(s) and/or unique
value proposition clearly separates
Simpli HCA from its competition?
The following addresses this question in a
compelling fashion:
• The management team possesses an
unusual breadth and depth of business
experience and relationships rarely found
in the typical healthcare product
representation rm.
• For our Product Representation Partners,
we tap an enviable network of business
relationships with decision makers
allowing us to produce at or above
expectation.
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